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Abstract
Reviews of the following books: A Brides Passage: Susan Hathorns Year Under Sail edited by Catherine Petroski; Inventing Acadia: Artists and Tourists at Mount Desert by Pamela J. Belanger; Migration and the Origins of the English Atlantic World by Alison Games; Johnson's Kingdom: The Story of a Nineteenth Century Industrial Kingdom in the Town of Wayne, Maine by Edward Kallop; Saltwater Foodways: New Englanders and Their Food, at Sea and Ashore in the Nineteenth Century by Sandra L. Oliver
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Online book review magazine: Guides you to the best new and current books, includes reviews, excerpts, reading lists, find a book tool, info for book clubs & more. The Quiet Americans. In the twilight days of a hot World War II, the emergence of a strange new "cold" war with the Soviet Union, a former ally, pushed American intelligence into a committed battle against the spread of communism. The years between 1944-1956 saw the founding of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) & Read Review. Beyond the Book. A book review is a form of literary criticism in which a book is merely described (summary review) or analyzed based on content, style, and merit. A book review may be a primary source, opinion piece, summary review or scholarly review. Books can be reviewed for printed periodicals, magazines and newspapers, as school work, or for book web sites on the Internet. A book review's length may vary from a single paragraph to a substantial essay. Such a review may evaluate the book on the basis of personal What Is a Book Review? Traditionally, book reviews are written evaluations of a recently published book in any genre. Usually around the 500 to 700 word mark, they offer a brief description of a text’s main elements while appraising the work’s overall strengths and weaknesses. Published book reviews can appear in newspapers, magazines, and academic journals. They provide the reader with an overview of the book itself and indicate whether or not the reviewer would recommend the book to the reader.